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Cover photo – Lime Hawk-moth (Mimas tiliae) taken by Douglas Boyes. 
 

(Many thanks to Clare, Douglas’s mother for letting me use this photo which 
she says was one of his favourites and used as his desktop image. Ed.) 
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A MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR 
When I wrote this article last year lockdown restrictions were 
still in force and, reluctantly, your Branch Committee decided 
that all our events, including our AGM/Members' Day would be 
held online.  This year however, with Covid restrictions lifted 

and the vaccine rollout having reached just about all who want to be jabbed, I am 
delighted to report that we will be returning to a normal programme of face-to-
face field trips and indoor events.  Please see the Events Programme in this 
newsletter for details. 
 

We are planning to hold our AGM/Members' Day at Pensychnant Conservation 
Centre on Saturday 8th October.  We have a very interesting day in store with 
three excellent speakers lined up.  But what I am looking forward to most is the 
opportunity to meet up and renew friendships and acquaintances with our 
members, many of whom I have not seen for a couple of years or more!  Again, 
details of the event can be found in this newsletter so please put the date in your 
diary and make every effort to attend. 
 

Like everyone else, I was shocked and saddened to hear of the sudden and 
unexpected passing of Douglas Boyes last year.  Douglas had been a member and 
supporter of both Butterfly Conservation and North Wales Branch since boyhood.  
His knowledge and enthusiasm were evident from an early age and, when he was 
just thirteen years old, this Branch awarded him a small grant of around £50 to 
help him get started by buying some recording software.  He went on to become 
Butterfly Recorder for Montgomeryshire at the age of sixteen.  It was the best 
fifty quid we ever spent!  Many of you will remember the superb lecture he gave 
at our 2019 AGM/Members' Day when he was our keynote speaker.  His talk was 
called “Illuminating Lepidoptera” and included a summary of the ground-
breaking research into the effects of street lighting on moths that he conducted 
while at Oxford University and elsewhere.  Douglas was one of the most talented 
entomologists of his generation and he will be sorely missed.  A full obituary can 
be found later in this newsletter. 
 

On 6th October last year Butterfly Conservation launched its ambitious new Five -
year Strategy, Saving Butterflies and Moths.  This is intended to deliver a step 
change in butterfly and moth conservation.  It is designed to ensure that BC 
delivers the biggest possible impact for nature and continues to play a leading 
role in the conservation sector.  For those who wish to learn more there is an 
article in this newsletter and Clare Williams, from BC's Wales Office, will include 
an explanation in her talk at this year's AGM/Members' Day. 
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Some of you may recall that I stood for re-election as a Trustee of Butterfly 
Conservation back in November of last year.  I was safely re-elected and would 
like to say thanks to all who voted for me: I am extremely grateful for your 
support!  When I returned to Council in November, I was elected Vice Chair of 
Butterfly Conservation by the other Trustees.  This position entails considerably 
more work and I have decided that I will step down as North Wales Branch Chair 
at the next AGM.  I was elected Branch Chair in 2001 and, when I step down, will 
have held the position for over twenty-one years.  It has been a great privilege to 
lead the Branch for such a long period and I would like to express my heartfelt 
thanks to all the Committee Members, past and present, who have supported 
me.   Volunteering has been an important aspect of most of my adult life.  It 
helped me stay sane while I was employed and has added purpose to my 
retirement, and I can recommend it to anyone.  Your Branch Committee is not 
getting any younger and desperately needs some new blood so, if you would like 
to contribute to helping Butterfly Conservation implement its new strategy, 
please consider standing yourself.  Details of how to do so can be found in this 
newsletter. 
 

Ilija Vukomanovic 
        
    BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION 

NEEDS YOU!  
In his Chairman’s Message, Ilija surprises us all by noting that 
by the next AGM, he will have been Chairman for twenty-one years. Where does 
the time go? During this time he has seen the North Wales Branch of Butterfly 
Conservation grow from a few dozen members to over 500, with a full programme 
of events and advice to landowners and conservation bodies. It has been 
pleasurable and rewarding to work under his effective governance. It is quite an 
accolade that ‘our’ chairman has moved onwards to become Vice-chair of 
Butterfly Conservation nationally. Congratulations Ilija! 
 

Now, as Lord Kitchener would say, “Your Branch needs YOU!” All the members of 
the Branch committee have been in post for many years. We need new input. 
Without a committee, the Branch will not happen. The work involved is not 
onerous – it actually is quite gratifying to contribute in this way. If you think that 
you may be willing to join the committee, please contact the secretary. (Nominees 
and their proposers must be paid-up members of Butterfly Conservation) 
 
Julian Thompson, Hon. Secretary, Pensychnant, Sychnant Pass, Conwy, LL32 
8BJ. (01492) 592595 julian.pensychnant@btinternet.com 
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EYARTH ROCKS – reserve update March 2022 
by Clare Williams – Senior Conservation Officer, Wales 
 
Eyarth Rocks 
Butterfly Conservations Eyarth Rocks reserve supports that last remaining 
population of the Pearl-bordered Fritillary butterfly in North Wales and one of 
only eight populations that now remain in Wales. The stronghold for the 
butterfly is Montgomeryshire which supports six populations, with an isolated 

population at Cwm Soden 
on the Ceredigion Coast.  

 
 
 

Management works  
Ensuring that Eyarth Rocks receives the careful management it requires to 
provide a home for this butterfly, and the many other specialist plants and 
insects which share this special 
site, is a priority for Butterfly 
Conservation in Wales.  Annual 
management works are 
supported each year by 
financial contributions from the 
South Wales Branch, Natural 
Resources Wales and Butterfly 
Conservation. Over the last 
three years coppicing has been 
undertaken in three woodland 
coupes below the cliffs to 
diversify the age structure and 
create a succession of open space.   
 

 Eyarth Rocks 
Pearl-bordered Fritillary: 

Credit Andrew Cooper 

Woodland coppicing 
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Fritillary breeding areas are being maintained through rotational bracken and 
bramble cutting; this provides a continuous supply of violets growing through 
bracken litter, creating the warm microclimate the butterflies need to complete 
their life cycle in the cool spring weather.  

  
 
 
Three areas of limestone pavement have been cleared of trees and scrub to 
increase the amount of unshaded limestone pavement. In addition, invading 
scrub has been removed from the calcareous grassland; this specific grassland 
type is rare in Wales with two sites in north Wales and a further two in south 
Wales.   

 
 

Extensive clearance work on over 1km of Public Rights of Way and other well 
used access routes around the reserve has also been undertaken to ensure that 
people are able to enjoy this wonderful place.  
  

Bracken and bramble clearance before (left) and after (right). 

Limestone pavement before (left) and after clearance (right). 
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How is the butterfly responding? 
Annual timed counts along a fixed transect measure the success of these 
management works in providing the habitat that the butterfly needs. 
The results of the 21 years monitoring are encouraging with an overall increasing 
trend in abundance on the reserve. As with all butterflies there are peaks and 
troughs; monitoring at the butterflies’ other sites in Wales show similar patterns 
in abundance indicating that inclement weather such as the cold springs of 2016 
and 2021 are major contributing factors to low abundance in these years, rather 
than site-level conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Some of the footpaths recently cleared at Eyarth Rocks. 

Graph of Pearl-bordered Fritillary peak counts between 2007 and 2021 
(Note: no monitoring in 2020 due to Covid restrictions). 
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Could you help count butterflies? 
Butterfly Conservation is keen to hear from anyone local to the reserve who is 
interested in helping walk the Pearl-bordered Fritillary transect during the 
butterflies’ flight season (late April – mid June). Full training will be provided, 
contact Clare Williams for further details cwilliams@butterfly-conservation.org.  
 
New reserve leaflets 
In 2020, Covid restrictions meant that butterfly 
monitoring could not be undertaken but work 
associated with the reserve did not stop. Planned 
management was undertaken later in the year and a 
new reserve leaflet was produced as part of 
Butterfly Conservations successful bid to the 
National Heritage Lottery Fund Green Recovery 
Scheme. This bilingual leaflet is available to 
download from the Butterfly Conservation Wales 
website.  
 
The wider landscape 
To sustain the Pearl-bordered Fritillary in the long-term we know that we must 
work beyond the reserve’s boundaries; we must increase the extent of suitable 
habitat in the landscape, ensure that this habitat is in optimal condition for the 
butterfly and that areas are well-connected so the butterfly can move between 
them. This will not be an easy task, but Butterfly Conservation has started 
discussions with local landowners, conservation groups and other organisations 
to raise awareness of the butterfly, its requirements, and the urgent need to take 
action. 
 
Part of a community 
Eyarth Rocks reserve sits in the heart of the Pwll-glas and Graigfechan local 
community, one of 18 communities across Wales where the Ramblers are 
undertaking their Paths to Wellbeing project throughout 2022 and 2023. The 
project is improving community access to green spaces, with new walking routes 
being developing in the area together with actions to increase local biodiversity. 
Butterfly Conservation has accepted the offer of some nest boxes for the 
reserves woodland which will hopefully be decorated by local school children.  
The Ramblers are also planning to lead Big Butterfly Count walks in all 
communities, to encourage more people to stop and enjoy butterflies when out 
walking, and what better place to do this than at Eyarth Rocks! 
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BLAENAU FFESTINIOG REPORT 2021  
by Malcolm Watling 
My Lepidoptera recording for 2021 was much curtailed by the weather and my 
own health situation.  I wasn’t able to get to some of my best recording sites, as 
my walking was limited in terms of distance and altitude.  I did, however, find a 
new site on the eastern edge of town, a grassy habitat above the Bethania area. 
May 27th seemed to be the first warmish sunny day this year, with a temperature 
of only 15C but with a cold WSW wind.  The state of the ground vegetation 
generally still looked more like late March!   

I managed to observe the full range of the 
flight times of Meadow Brown and Ringlet. 
In recent years I’d been missing their 
emergence because of the earlier springs, 
but that didn’t happen this year.  These two 
species were the only butterflies to appear 
in any numbers, and even then not 
particularly huge.  Most of the regulars were 
about, but fewer than usual.  I saw only two 
Orange Tips, one of which was in our garden. 
The first moth trapping was at Bryn Elltid on 

17th March, which attracted just one each of Small Quaker and Early Grey.  
Thereafter, trapping was confined to our garden, which on the occasions when 
the forecast correctly indicated “mothable weather”, produced useful catches.  
There weren't the usual high numbers of the normally abundant species.  Almost 
all were in ones and twos.  Exceptions were July 22nd, with 7 Common Footman 
and 9 True Lover’s Knot, and September 5th with 5 Common Marbled Carpet, 4 
Small Phoenix and 23 Epiphyas postvittana, Light Brown Apple!  Nevertheless, 
there were still species new to my trap: Heart and Dart, Northern Footman, 
Lychnis, Barred Straw, Heath Rustic, Beautiful Yellow Underwing, and six micros, 
the nicest of which was Argyresthia brockeella, Gold-ribbon Argent. 

These results certainly seemed to reflect the trend of a poor 2021.   
Let’s hope 2022 will turn out to be better! 
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SCENTS, PHEREMONES & SIGNALS 
by Jan Miller 
 

It is well known that flowers put scents into the air to attract pollinators, 
including butterflies and moths. But I went to a very interesting talk at a BC 
Symposium a few years ago where a researcher described how cabbage leaves 
that are attacked by Large White caterpillars emit a scent signal that attracts the 
particular species of parasitic wasp of that particular species of butterfly. Not 
only that, but the scent, or pheromone, also warns other Large Whites not to lay 
their eggs there. This not only benefits the plant, but also the butterfly because it 
then can lay elsewhere and avoid competition and predation. Apparently, even 
the lovely smell we enjoy from newly cut grass signals that the grass is under 
threat. Though unfortunately for the grass, this does not attract a predator for 
the lawnmower! 
 

I was so intrigued by this topic that I have been looking it up on the internet and 
other sources. Plants cannot avoid being attacked by an almost infinite number 
of microorganisms and insects. Consequently, they evolve a number of molecular 
weapons. Plant defence responses are the result of a complex signalling network 
in which the hormones Jasmonic acid (JA),  Salycyclic acid (SA, well known as our 
origin of Aspirin), and ethylene (ET) are the usual suspects under the magnifying 
glass when researching host-pest interactions. However, in a paper by A. Scala et 
al., it says Green Leaf Volatiles (GLVs), C6 molecules, which are very quickly 
produced and emitted upon herbivory or pathogen infection by almost every 
green plant, also play an important role in plant defences. GLVs are 
'semiochemicals' (signalling chemicals) used by insects to find their food or their 
mates. They have also been reported to be fundamental in indirect defences and 
directly affect pests. But these are not their only roles. These volatiles (vapours), 
being one of the fastest weapons exploited, are able to directly elicit or prime 
plant defence responses. GVLs, via crosstalk with phytohormones, mostly JA, can 
influence the outcome of the plants' defence against pathogens. 
 

It is very interesting how humans have made use of these strongly tasting or 
effective plant chemicals for medicine, drugs, flavour, dyes and pesticides (and 
maybe other things?) over the Millenia. I saw a programme about plant poisons 
in the medieval garden once and it made the point that most of our medicines 
are actually poisons, but we have worked out how to take a lower dose so that it 
doesn’t poison us, just the bacteria that are affecting us.  If you find any more 
research on this topic, please do share with me Jan@7wells.org  
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(EFN – Extrafloral Nectar, HIPV – Herbivore Induced Plant Volatiles) 
Ref; Green Leaf Volatiles: A plant's multifunctional weapon against Herbivores and 
Pathogens,Alessandra Scala, Allmann, Mirabella, Haring  and Schuurink, Int. Journal 
of Molecular Sciences2013, 14(9), 17781-17811 
 

A reminder that I sell many plants for Lepidoptera, bees, birds and other wildlife 
and for natural dyes, on my website www.7wells.co.uk as well as books including 
my book  ‘Gardening for Butterflies, Bees and other beneficial insects’, which has 
sold nearly 3,000 copies in 10 years and is nearly out of print, and an ID chart 
especially for local North Wales butterflies, including a flight period table and 
notes on diagnostics to look for and each species larval foodplant (which are also 
shown on the website) I am also the County Recorder for butterflies for the 
whole of NE Wales, so if you have any queries or records to send me I would be 
very glad to receive them. We have a great Facebook page where we help ID 
photos and show where we have found different species at 
 Butterfly Conservation North Wales Forum | Facebook 
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TEEING OFF FOR BUTTERFLIES 
by Dr Simon Spencer 
 
A Nature Network grant to the sum of £91,000 has been awarded to the 
Llanymynech Golf Club in order to safeguard rare species of butterfly and 
limestone grassland. 

 
 
The Llanymynech and Llynclys Hills Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) 
includes the golf course grounds and since sheep grazing stopped in the 1970’s, 
has become overrun with scrub, dense bracken and brambles. 
 
It is probably a first for a golf course to be the lead partner in a conservation 
project for butterflies. The SSSI is home to several rare species and one of the 
best sites in Wales and West Midlands for butterflies, having currently: Dingy 
skipper, Grizzled skipper, Wall, Green hairstreak, White-letter Hairstreak and 
Grayling.   

 
 

Grizzled Skipper (left) and Dingy Skipper (right) – Roger Littlover 

Aerial View of Llanymynech Golf Course 
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Pearl-bordered Fritillary and Small 
Pearl-bordered Fritillary have been 
recorded not long ago on the Golf 
Course and are still found 
locally.  Visitors come from far and 
wide to see the range of butterflies 
at this special site. 
 
 

 
 
 
Sadly, thick scrub overwhelms 
the foodplants of the butterflies, 
mosses and plants adapted to 
open sunny conditions, leading 
to a decline in these rare species 
and a loss of biodiversity.  The 
project will help restore the 
unique limestone grassland. 
The grant was awarded to the 
golf club to carry out habitat 
management work, to cut back 
the scrub but also to introduce 
some grazing where possible.  
 
 
Annual mowing will also occur in autumn to control bramble and maintain 
grassland as well as actions to control the spread of Himalayan Balsam, an 
invasive non-native weed. 
Llanymynech Golf Club should be congratulated in taking steps to improve 
conditions for the rare plants and butterflies of Llanymynech Hill. 
 

Isobelle Griffiths, Environment Team Officer for NRW, is advising the project with 
the author.  They hope to organise walks in the spring on the golf course and the 
nearby Wildlife Trust reserves. 
 

Pearl-bordered Fritillary - Simon Spencer 

Cattle on golf course enclosure -Isobelle Griffiths 
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WE 
CHOOSE 
HOPE 

Nature is in crisis in the UK. We are facing unprecedented loss thanks to both the 
climate crisis and a frightening crash in biodiversity. As many of you will know, 
since 1976, 76% of butterflies have declined in abundance or distribution while 
our larger moths have declined by 33% since 1968. We live in a world where 
many people are amazed to see butterflies and moths as they become 
increasingly uncommon. This is an untenable situation. Particularly as we know it 
doesn’t have to be this way.  
So, we are choosing another way. We choose hope and positive action to create 
a world where butterflies, moths and our environment thrives. We choose to 
fight for what we believe in. To do this Butterfly Conservation has just created 
the most ambitious plan of action (Saving Butterflies and Moths) we have ever 
produced in our 53-year history. 
Our plan enables key activities which will allow us to recover populations of 
butterflies and moths across the UK. It will also allow us to expand our outreach 
further and connect more people to nature in new ways. We will work even 
more closely with other conservation organisations, government and landowners 
together to fight for our wildlife. We will also act strategically to tackle threats to 
species and manage land sustainably all across the UK.  
We will recover, transform and inspire to save our butterflies and moths. 
So, we actively choose a positive future, where land use is more sustainable, 
where threatened species are recovering and where butterflies and moths thrive 
alongside people. Saving Butterflies and Moths provides a pathway to that 
future. With our bold new approach and ambitious plans, we know that we can 
make a radical difference for butterflies, moths and the natural world we all love. 

 
  "Right now, we are facing a man-made disaster of 
global scale. The twin challenges of climate change 

and biodiversity loss are pushing much of the 
natural world to the brink – including many of our 
most treasured species. In the UK, the majority of 

our butterfly and moth species are in worrying 
decline”. 

 
Chris Packham,  

Vice-President of Butterfly Conservation 

5 
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NORTH WALES BRANCH EVENTS 
Looking back at 2021….  
 
Ongoing restrictions during last year resulted in a limited programme of events 
being arranged. Two field trips were very well attended. The first field trip during 
July 2021 was a visit to Minera Quarry to search for Six-belted Clearwing. This is a 
wasp mimic. After setting several pheromone lures around the site, our leader 
Andrew Graham successfully attracted several of the clear wing moths to the 
lures resulting in excellent opportunities to see this unique moth species. A few 
visitors also saw the Lunar Hornet 
Moth but sadly it did not stay for 
everyone to see. We also saw 
several Chimney Sweeper moths. 

The other event during 2021 was a 
visit to Bryn Euryn reserve during a 
hot July day led by Paul Board. We 
saw a bounty of species including a 
very interesting record of a White -
letter Hairstreak at the beginning of 
the walk. Other notable species 
were several Dark Green Fritillary 
and Grayling in the quarry areas.  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This year we have an expanded programme including a revisit to Minera Quarry. 

Ian Gorton 
Events & Publicity Officer 

The group just 
before heading 
off to Bryn Euryn. 
Many thanks to 
Paul for leading 
us so well and for 
Anna Griffith’s 
hospitality on our 
return.            
Mark Sheridan 

 

Six-belted Clearwing Moth – Ian Gorton 

Just before 
heading off to 
Bryn Euryn. 
Many thanks to 
Paul for leading 
and for Anna 
Griffith’s 
hospitality on 
our return.            
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Butterfly Conservation North Wales Branch 
BUTTERFLY & MOTH EVENTS SUMMER 2022 

 
Whether you’re looking to see butterflies or moths this summer, hopefully you’ll 
find an event to suit you. All our events are free, but donations are always 
appreciated and will help towards the work of Butterfly Conservation. Please wear 
strong footwear and dress for the weather - possible need for sunscreen - and bring 
adequate drinks and snacks. A first aid kit will be available during walks.  
 
Please book your place with the event contact, who can provide more detailed 
information. We look forward to seeing you! 
 

First Monday of every month 7.30pm   North Wales Moth Group Meeting 
Come along to our monthly meeting whether you’re a time-served trapper, a 
beginneror just want to know more – and we even talk about other wildlife!  
Pensychnant , Sychnant Pass, Conwy, LL32 8BJ. (GR: SH 752 770) 
Contact Julian Thompson for more information 01492 592595 
 

Sunday May 1st 2pm            Llanymynech Rocks 
A Spring walk led by Simon Spencer to look out for Spring butterflies - target species: 
Grizzled Skipper; Green Hairstreak and Dingy Skipper and possibly Pearl Bordered 
Fritillary which were seen a couple of years ago. 
Meet at Shropshire Wildlife Trust Car Park at end of Underhill Lane, Pant at 2pm. 
More details and booking essential with contact Simon Spencer on 07866 428875 
 

Saturday 21st May, 11am        National Moth Night at Pensychnant 
National Moth Night is the annual celebration of moth recording throughout Britain 
and Ireland. This year the theme of National Moth Night will be woodlands. We will 
set moth traps around Pensychnant on Friday night, ready for a show-and-tell session 
on Saturday, starting at 11 but open all day. Excellent photo opportunities. 
Meet at Pensychnant, Sychnant Pass, Conwy, LL32 8BJ. SH751770 
Leader: Julian Thompson  julian.pensychnant@btinternet.com / 01492 592595 
 

Saturday 4th June 2pm              Mynydd Marian  
An early summer walk around this excellent site led by Vic Hitchings with target 
species being Silver Studded Blue; Brown Argus; Common Blue and Small Heath. 
Other butterfly species will be on the wing – a possible 16 at this time of year. 
Meet at Mynydd Marian reserve car park off Ffordd Bron y Llan, Llysfaen at 2pm. 
Booking essential with contact Vic Hitchings at  vic_hitchings@hotmail.com 
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Friday 10th June 10pm- late         Moths of the Gwydyr Forest     
As part of the North Wales Wildlife Trust Conwy Valley Branch event to look for 
Nightjars in Cors Bodgynydd, Julian Thompson will set up his moth traps. All are 
welcome to join him and see what is attracted to the light.  
Meet at Cors Bodgynydd Reserve Car Park: SH 766 597  
Bring a torch and be prepared for midges 
Booking essential with contact Mark Sheridan at  mark.sheridan.mgc@gmail.com 
 

Friday 17th June 10pm – late     Moths of the Great Orme         
As part of the North Wales Wildlife Trust Conwy Valley Branch event to look for 
Glow-worms on the Great Orme, Julian Thompson will set up his moth traps. All are 
welcome to join him and see what is attracted to the light.  
Meet at Toll House, West Shore, Llandudno. SH 768 823 Bring a torch. 
Booking essential with contact Mark Sheridan at  mark.sheridan.mgc@gmail.com 
 

Thursday 23rd June 11am - 3pm    A Butterfly Kaleidoscope     
When flying in numbers, the Great Orme Silver-studded Blue butterflies are indeed 
kaleidoscopic. We also hope to see other butterflies and day-flying moths plus a wide 
variety of other wildlife. Our walk will take us past Gogarth Nature Reserve and 
through the Great Orme Gun Site.   
This is a joint event with the North Wales Wildlife Trust Conwy Valley Branch.  
Meet at Toll House, West Shore. Llandudno: SH 768 823. Bring binoculars. 
Booking essential with contact Mark Sheridan at  mark.sheridan.mgc@gmail.com 
  

Weekend 9 - 10th July     Ashworth’s Rustic Weekend at Pensychnant. 
Since Victorian times, Sychnant has become the best-known site for this North Wales 
rarity. We will set the traps on the Mountain on Saturday night. Enthusiasts may like 
to bring their own traps. (Contact Julian for information). On Sunday morning, 11am 
there will be a show-and-tell session at the House, hopefully with Ashworth’s Rustic, 
Weaver’s Wave and other heathland specialists. Good photo opportunities. 
Meet at Pensychnant, Sychnant Pass, Conwy, LL32 8BJ. SH 751 770 
Leader: Julian Thompson julian.pensychnant@btinternet.com / 01492 592595 
 

Saturday 16th July 11am              Minera Quarry 
A mid-summer visit to this superb site led by Andrew Graham to look for wasp mimic 
moths and butterflies.  
Target species: Six-belted Clearwing; Lunar Hornet Moth; Ringlet. 
Bring moth lures if you have them. 
Meet at NWWT car park – GR SJ 258 519 at the end of Maes y Ffynnon Road. 
Booking essential with contact Ian Gorton at – iangorton180969@btinternet.com  
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North Wales Branch AGM/Members’ Day 
Saturday 8th October 2022 

 

The 2022 AGM/Members’ Day will be held at Pensychnant Conservation Centre on 
Saturday 8th October.  Our plan is to return to face to face meetings this year, but we 
will keep the situation under review and advise on the Branch website, by email and 
on our Facebook page if things change. 
 

So please join us as we have an excellent line up of speakers covering a wide variety 
of fascinating topics.  It will also be great to meet up again and renew old friendships 
and acquaintances.  I look forward to seeing you there! 

 

Programme 
 

10.30 am   Arrival and Tea/Coffee 
 

11.00 am   Brief AGM and Election of Officers 
 

11.30 am   Butterfly Conservation in Wales    
                          - Clare Williams (BC’s Senior Conservation Officer, Wales) 
Clare will tell us about the work of Butterfly Conservation in Wales. Clare's talk will 
cover BC’s exciting and ambitious new five-year strategy, some of the projects and 
initiatives that are currently underway and bring us up to date on how Pearl-bordered 
Fritillaries are faring at our only North Wales nature reserve – Eyarth Rocks. 
 

12.30 – 2.00 pm Lunch   Please bring a packed lunch. 
                                  Tea, coffee and bara brith will be served. 
 

2.00pm Moths to Light!  - David Gardner 
Moth trappers rely on the irresistible attraction of moths to bright lights but this 
phenomenon is not well understood.  David will explain the latest thinking in this 
area and consider many other aspects of moth behaviour. 
  

3.00 – 3.15 pm   Tea and coffee 
 

3.15 pm   The Butterflies of Cumbria   - Chris Winnick 
Chris will cover all forty species of butterfly found in Cumbria but will focus on 
regional and national rarities.  He will also look at their status and explain how 
Butterfly Conservation is working to secure their future. 
 

4.15 pm (approx) Close 
 

VENUE: Pensychnant Conservation Centre, Sychnant Pass, Conwy, LL32 8BJ.  
2½ miles from Conwy or Penmaenmawr   GR: (SH:752 770)     Tel 01492 592595 
 

Ilija Vukomanovic 
Branch Chairman 
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Butterfly Conservation North Wales Branch 
 

Financial Statement 2021-2022 
 

 Income Expenditure Balance 
Opening balance April 2021   1433.88 

Subs from H.O. 2085.00  3518.88 
Purchase of Moth Trap  198.92 3319.96 

Newsletter  649.67 2670.29 

Reserve Maintenance  1250.00 1420.29 

Balance 31st March 2022   1420.29 

 
• During the current financial year we received £2085 from Branch subscriptions 
• We have had three items of expenditure – purchase of moth trap and accessories, 

production of the Branch newsletter and a contribution to groundworks at Eyarth 
Rocks 

• Our current book balance is £1420.29 
 

Robert Lee 
Branch Treasurer 

WELCOME 
to all our new members who have joined during the past year.  

We look forward to meeting you at an event or our AGM. 
 

WE NEED YOU 
If you would like to know more about your committee, become 

involved in any of its activities, or maybe even join us, please let us 
know – we’d love to hear from you!  

 

MANY THANKS 
to everyone who has contributed to this newsletter. 

If you, too, would like to see your article in print, the next newsletter 
deadline will be 28th February 2023.  

I look forward to hearing from you with your contribution! 

 
Mark Sheridan 

Newsletter Editor & Membership Secretary 
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LEPIDOPTERAN CROSSWORD- Mostly!  
                       No 3 

By Paul Board 
 
 

 
 

 Solution on page 30 
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ACROSS 
1, 36 Across  Species in Photo 1 (8, 4-4) 
6    Imitate, like some butterflies do to avoid predation (5) 
10 Plant which provides an autumnal lifeline to moths,  
       butterflies and other pollinators (3) 
11 Example of a moth in the Larentiinae sub-family (3) 
12 Racecourse where Papillon won the course’s most famous 
      steeplechase in 2000 (7) 
13 Extinction (4) 
15 Employed (4) 
16 One of the foodplants of the Duke of Burgundy butterfly (5) 
18 Country which Monarch butterflies migrate to from the 
       USA and Canada (6)  
19 Priam’s birdwing butterfly, Ornithoptera priamus    
      _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  (8) 
22 Describing the sheen of the Mother of Pearl moth (8) 
24   _ _ _ _ _   Shell, moth in Photo 2 (6) 
27   _ _ _ _   Pearl-bordered Fritillary, Photo 3 (5) 
29 Papilio _ _ _ _, a name given by Carl Linnaeus to what 
      later turned out to be three species of butterfly (4) 
30 Oak apple, for example (4) 
32 Old Master (2, 5) 
33 New type of streetlight that has been shown to have a  
       decimating effect on moth numbers in England (3) 
34 Much  _ _ _  about mothing, book by James Lowen (3) 
35 Analyses (5) 
36 See 1 Across (4-4)  

DOWN 
2   Secular (3)  
3   Chrysalis (4) 
4   _ _ _ _ _ _  Thorn moth, Ennomos quercinaria (6) 
5   Spider of the Ctenizidae family (8) 
6   _ _ _ _  Fruit-piercing Moth (Eudocima phalonia), a  
     serious adult pest of this fruit (5) 
7   _ _ _ _ _ _ _   White, Photo 4 (7) 
8   Foodplant for the caterpillars of the Dark Bordered 
     Beauty moth (which is in decline) (8, 6) 
9   Like the light of the glow-worm beetle (14) 
14 Number of spots on the burnet moth of the caterpillar in 
     Photo 5 (3) 
17 Ten  _ _ _ _  Wood, a London Wildlife Trust woodland 
       reserve known for its Purple Hairstreaks (4) 
20  __ _ _  Project, Eco visitor attraction in Cornwall (4) 
21 Lepidopteran species named after the Roman moon  
       goddess (4, 4) 
23 Transforms (7) 
25 Field (3) 
26 _ _ _ _ _ _  Kitten moth, Photo 6 (6) 
28 National Welsh symbols which lend their name to a micro- 
      moth, Acrolepiopsis assectella (5) 
31 _ _ _  Hart, writer and presenter of the BBC Radio 4 
      documentary Inside the Killing Jar, exploring the fact that 
      entomologists often have to kill what they study (4) 
34 Insect that has a symbiotic relationship with the Silver-studded 
      Blue butterfly (3) 
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TAKEN OVER BY CATERPILLARS! 
by Lucy, Iris, Ezra and Agnes Sheridan 
‘Lockdown’ was a very difficult time for so many, bringing so many challenges 
that we haven’t faced before.  However, there were for us, some treasured 
moments for our family that will not be forgotten.  One of our challenges was 
how to do school at home with our three children.  It turned out to be quite a 
pivotal moment as we have subsequently 
decided as a family to continue with home 
education.  One of our treasured memories is 
the walks we took in the lanes around our 
house. We had walked these lanes many times 
before but because of the circumstances these 
lanes became our world.  We walked with new 
eyes, hunting along the hedgerows for 
anything interesting we could spot. That is 
where the caterpillar adventure/madness 
began.  It all started with one big, hairy 
caterpillar that came home with us on a leaf, 
for identification. It turned out to be an Oak 
Eggar.  We came across other caterpillars that 
we didn’t know and home they came too.  We had to make the rule that we 
could only bring home one or two of the same species or we would soon be over 

run. In fact, our neighbours heard about our 
growing caterpillar collection, and they soon 
began to bring us things they had found. 
We thought it would be interesting to observe 
the process of caterpillars pupating and 
emerging.  Part of our daily routine became 
finding food for the hungry caterpillars in glass 
pots, which had by now covered the work 
surface in the kitchen.  It was exciting when we 
got to the pupation stage but then we had the 
nervous wait to see what would happen.  

Would we be able to look after, what turned out mainly to be moth caterpillars, 
well enough to see anything emerge?  
We now had a few Oak Eggar caterpillars in a net enclosure that had successfully 
pupated.  One afternoon we arrived home to find a female had emerged from 
one of the pupas - very exciting!  We opened the back door to let the warmth of 
the sun in as we prepared our lunch, when in flew what we thought was a 

5 

The darker male Oak Eggar 
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Butterfly, but turned out to be a day flying male Oak Eggar.  I caught in a jar, and 
we put it in with the female to see what would happen.  We got a biology lesson 
straight away, the moths mated.  We were amazed that the pheromones from 
the female moth were so strong that the male had found her in the kitchen.  A 
little while later that same day a second female emerged, and the same thing 
happened again.  It was all very fascinating.  Next 
the females laid tiny pearly, eggs which we 
carefully collected and put in another container so 
we could see if they would hatch. 
This did indeed come to pass.  At breakfast one 
morning I happened to glance at our caterpillar 
‘zoo’ and noticed, with a little ‘Eak!!’, that a large 
number of the Oak Eggar caterpillars had started 
hatching and they were now making their way 
across the kitchen surface, up the shelves, along 
the cupboards with some speed.  The netting holes 
were obviously too big!  We had fun rounding up 
the escapees with small paintbrushes, putting 
them in more secure homes and getting Ivy leaves for them to munch. We very 

quickly went from a fair, few caterpillars to 
hundreds.  The feeding and cleaning out regime 
was now keeping us very busy.  When restrictions 
loosened, we were able to take a holiday in a 
friend’s house in Barmouth. Granny agreed to 
have a few caterpillars while we were away…. 
little did she know!  She very kindly excepted 
charge of the growing nursery of caterpillars and 
the moth pupas about to emerge at any moment. 
A few of the children favourite caterpillars came 

on the trip to Barmouth, hopefully the change of scene did them as much good 
as it did us. 
As the Oak Eggars grew, they ate through an amazing amount of Ivy.  We now 
had to wear rubber gloves when cleaning out and changing the leaves they were 
giving us itchy rashes on our hands. They were also the source of the astounding 
crunching noise that could be heard in our kitchen. Who would have thought 
that little mouths eating leaves could create such a resounding noise! 
Over the time we managed to successfully pupate, and watch emerge quite a 
few different moths and butterflies including Plum Tortrix, Large Yellow 
Underwing, Yellow Tail, Orchard Ermine, Udea prunalis, Small Tortoiseshell, Dark 
Arches, Copper Underwing, Drinker, Oak Eggar/Northern Eggar, 6 Spot Burnett, 

Figure of Eight 

Oak Eggar caterpillars 
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Scalloped Oak, Silver Y, Ruby Tiger, Figure of Eight, Large White, Small White, 
Feathered Ranunculus and Comma.  
At the moment we have some tadpoles to watch…. they don’t take up quite as 
much of the kitchen as our previous visitors! 
 
Hello, my name is Iris. I’m 11 years old.  In lockdown me and my family walked 
around the lanes where we live.  We would look in the hedge for insects.  We 
took home some caterpillars to look after at home.  We enjoyed looking after 
them so much that we especially took pots with us to 
bring them home in.  We collected GÜ pots for them to 
live in.  We collected Oak Eggars, Magpie, Yellow 
Underwings and Ruby Tiger moth caterpillars.  We once 
took baby Oak Eggars on holiday with us to Barmouth 
and when we changed the food, we tipped all their poo 
out the window!  My favourite thing about looking after 
caterpillars was seeing them grow up, pupate and then 
fly off.  My favourite finds when we were walking along, 
and I turned over a leaf and there was the most 
beautifulest caterpillar I had ever seen.  We looked it up 
and discovered it was a Comma butterfly caterpillar.  I looked after it until it 
became a pupa. It was really special as we did not have very many butterfly 
caterpillars.  It made me really happy when it hatched into a beautiful butterfly!  
I can’t wait until will go out looking for caterpillars again.  Because we loved 
moths (and butterflies) so much Grandad gave us a moth trap for our birthday.  I 
enjoy going out at 11 o’clock (at night) to see all the moths in the sky.  It was so 
quiet apart from the sound of all the wings fluttering towards us.  The best moth 
that we trapped was a Poplar Hawk moth.  I hope we put out the moth trap again 
soon!  
 
Hi, my name is Ezra, I am 9 years old, and I love animals.  During lockdown we did 
loads of walks.  One day we were walking along the road (we live in the 
countryside) and then my mum spotted a big hairy caterpillar.  We took it home 
on a big leaf to identify it.  We found out it was an Oak Eggar.  We found another 
a few days later.  They ate and ate!  Then they turned into pupas.  When one 
hatched a male flew in through the open door.  That same day the other pupa 
hatched.  It was a female too.  Another male flew through the door.  They all 
mated and laid eggs.  One morning we found millions of baby oak egger 
caterpillars crawling in the kitchen.  We reared them till they were mature adults 
and released them into the wild.  We had many caterpillars including Magpie 
moth caterpillars, Figure of Eight, Drinker, Yellow Underwing, Angle Shades and a 

Comma pupa 
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Comma.  Another time when we went on a walk we went in some caves. I 
spotted a moth that we didn’t recognise.  Mum took a picture of it on her phone.  

When we went home, we looked in our moth book 
and thought it was a Tissue.  We asked Grandad to 
confirm it and he agreed.  Grandad looked to see 
when it had last been recorded near where I saw 
it.  The last sightings were in 1925 and 1951.  It 
made me feel super excited and I thought I might 
become famous!  I got really interested in insects.  
I now have Sunny Stick insects, Madagascan 
Hissing Cockroaches, Giant African Land Snails and 

Common Garden Slugs.  My female stick insect has recently laid eggs. 
 
My name is Agnes, I am 6 years old.  We went out on long walks from our house.  
As we walked along, we looked in the hedges to see if we could find any 
caterpillars.  If we found one, we put it in a pot and 
carried on walking and looking.  When we got 
home, we put the caterpillar in glass pots with 
netting over the top.  We fed them leaves that they 
liked.  Eventually they turned into pupas.  Then we 
had to wait for a long time.  Then they hatched into 
moths, and we set them free.  While we set them 
free in the garden, we looked for more. 
The best bit about looking after the caterpillars was 
seeing them growing.  My favourite caterpillar was 
the hairy Oak Eggar, especially the one I looked after.  I couldn’t touch it because 
its hair got in my skin and made it itchy. 

 
 

Drinker just emerged 

Tissue in the cave 
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SORTING OUT THE TRICKY ONES 
by Bruce Richmond-Hurst 
 
Since becoming County Moth Recorder from January 2021, I have settled into the 
role of gathering data from recorders and assessing moth reports on iRecord on 
behalf of Butterfly Conservation. I assess moth records for COFNOD as well.  
I had never considered learning dissection before for two main reasons. Firstly, I 
did not like the idea of killing the very creatures that I love and if anything, I still 
struggle with it now somewhat. It would be nice if we could determine difficult 
species with phone apps and portable DNA bases, but accurate determination 
with that kind of technology is some time off. The former may not be possible for 
decades, DNA determination is a long expensive process too. Perhaps, some 
‘international bright young thing’ finds a solution one day. I am afraid for now, 
whatever one’s views for or against dissection, it is the only accessible way for 
the moment. There are those who try to determine moths by anaesthetising 
them, this however, can still damage the moth, as you would have to be quite 
invasive. 
The second reason I held back 
from considering dissection 
was, I thought it was beyond 
my capabilities, as I have had 
no scientific or laboratory 
background. Most of what I’ve 
learnt since I started late last 
year has been self-taught. It 
does require practice; it is like 
learning to drive or swim. You can’t get away with a few goes at it and hope for 
the best. A microscope is essential of course and one should remember that 
micro forceps and needles look like crowbars down the lens. The few YouTube 
videos I’d watched had very young students performing moth dissections very 
slickly and fast! When I tried myself, it was difficult, I did seek the advice from 
experts I know, and I was advised to start with noctuids as they are larger. There 
were not that many flying at the time, so I began with geometrids. Learning to 
dissect was tricky and I was beginning to wonder how many moths I would need 
to sacrifice to get it right! I have been dissecting now for about four months, so I 
am getting better at it. It is interesting seeing the differences in the genitalia 
between species. Some moths are quite simple whilst others look quite 
elaborate, many have evolved appendages that ensure that mating is likely to be 
successful.  
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People do ask what the purpose is of killing moths for dissection when the idea is 
conservation? the answer being it’s the best way to assess how a species is 
fairing in the natural world. There are many moths that cannot be distinguished 
by external features on their bodies and wings. This is particularly true with 
micro moths. Fortunately, butterflies in Britain can be determined by external 
features usually, provided one knows what to look for. There are a number 
macro moths in Britain that cause problems for example the Grey/Dark Dagger. 
The Uncertain is another moth that require dissection or aggregation. The 
problem with aggregates being, it is not really a useful record. Many macro 
moths in Britain don’t need dissection of course, to determine species, for 
example, The Buff-tip or here in North Wales the Weaver’s Wave is obvious to 
the experienced eye. This however is not necessarily the case if you were 
recording in Europe. In Spain, Idaea contiguaria specimens may require 
dissection, as there is at least one other species that looks remarkably similar. 
The Buff-tip is obvious in Britain, but I understand another species in Europe may 
be difficult to determine visually. The December Moth is unmistakable in the 
United Kingdom, but not in Europe, as there are other closely related species. 
Another issue can arise for example, if a particular habitat is in danger of being 
destroyed by developers where a rare species has been found and it is possible 
to get the area legally protected for the sake of this species, a few beautiful 
photographs are not enough, scientific evidence of a species’ importance must 
be established and that may mean dissection to produce that evidence. I have 
become more confident to start on micro moths. Worn pugs of course should 
only be determined after dissection. I have worked on both male and female 
moths including the pugs. A few people have sent me specimens they wish me to 
determine for them, as I am getting the hang of it. I have retained common 
species myself just to get the experience.  
I must confess, I never could have imagined to myself 15 years ago, that in the 
future, I would be peering down a microscope looking at insect genitalia but here 
we are. 
 

Here are some macro moths that are 
aggregated i.e., the recorder has the 
option for recording as such or retain 
for gen det. 
 

Aggregates: - 
 

Ear Moth group 
 

Uncertain / Rustic  
 

Large Ear Moth (Amphpoea) male and female 
gendetted by Andrew Graham 
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Grey / Dark Dagger Examining genitalia in field maybe 
possible. 
 

Marbled Minor / Rufous Minor etc.  
 
 

Dark-barred Twin-spot Carpet (red form) / Red Twin-spot 
Carpet  
– some features on fresh specimen can help 
 

Common Rustic /Lesser Common Rustic 
 

November Moth /Autumnal / Pale November Moth – 
examining octavals under magnification -males only.  
 

Copper Underwing / Svensson’s  
- Perhaps the experienced can check underwing 
 
 
Many of the pug species especially worn moths and micros often require 
dissection to determine them. 
 

There are quite a few macro moths that can cause problems in visual 
identification, here are some: - 
 

Grey Mountain/Yellow-ringed 
Carpet/Striped Twin-spot 
Carpet/Twin-spot Carpet 
 

Spruce/Grey Pine Carpet 
 

Engrailed / Square Spot 
 

July Belle / Lead Belle  
 

Dark/Common Marbled Carpet 
 

Common /Wood Carpet (if Wood Carpet is suspected) 
 

Autumn/Red Green Carpet – the greener forms of the latter can be tricky. 
 

The Confused and Dusky Brocade can be problematic  
 

The last group can be discerned by the experienced moth-ers, but if you’re 
unsure and don’t wish to retain a moth let it go and don’t record it. Photos can 
often help however they can be difficult to say for certain, depending on lighting 
and angles. 

Lesser Common Rustic 
gendetted by Andrew 

Graham 

Copper, Svensson's 
Underwing (Amphipyra 

pyramidea, berbera) 

July Belle (male & female) look like Lead Belle 
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A TRIBUTE TO DOUGLAS BOYES 
 

It is with great sadness I have to inform you of the death of Douglas Boyes, 
butterfly recorder for Montgomeryshire since the age of sixteen.  That in itself 
would tell you that he was unusual.  The world has lost one of the most talented 
entomologists of his generation.  He was only 25 and suffered from depression 
exacerbated by lockdown.  Anyone who had seen him identify moths, particularly 
micro moths, without reference to any book could not help but be 
impressed.  He made a great contribution to our knowledge of moths, 
particularly the micro moths of Montgomeryshire with many new county 
records. 
Early on as butterfly recorder, North Wales branch of BC bought him a copy of 
DMAP and his recent excellent report on the butterflies of Montgomeryshire, 
available from the Montgomeryshire Moth Group website, was a perfect 
example of a county report. 
Douglas was educated at Welshpool High School and Oxford University.  He had 
just completed a most interesting piece of research for a PhD on the effect of 
street lighting on moth larvae abundance at the Centre for Ecology and 
Hydrology. His recent paper on this was the lead item on the BBC news website 
Science pages for several days. He wrote a very informative blog and was 
particularly proud of the one which encouraged people to be a little less tidy in 
their outdoor spaces. It can be found here: 
http://www.douglasboyes.co.uk/blog/2018/06/09/obsessive-tidiness-disorder-
or-how-we-can-learn-to-stop-worrying-and-love-natures-messiness/ 

The funeral was very well attended as 
Douglas had touched so many people. If you 
want to make a donation in his memory, 
please visit https://butterfly-
conservation.org/how-you-can-
help/donate/in-memory-of-douglas-boyes.  
There is also a lovely tribute written on the 
website.  
Clare Boyes, Douglas's mother will take over 
being Montgomeryshire County Recorder for 
Butterflies.  Please send records to 
clareboyesvc47@gmail.com 

 Dr Simon Spencer 
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MOTH TRAP LOAN SCHEME 
 
If you’ve often been to moth ‘show & tell’ 
event and thought that you’d like to give 
moth trapping a go, but were not sure if it’s 
for you - then why not make use of our 
scheme? It would give you a taster of what 
it’s like before you invest in equipment 
yourself. Our equipment as illustrated is all 
you need to attract, collect and start 
identifying the species in your garden. 
Interested… then email me Mark Sheridan 
at mark.sheridan.mgc@gmail.com  

 
 

Paul’s CROSSWORD SOLUTION 
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County Butterfly and Moth Recorders 
Send records by e-mail to the appropriate recorders’ e-mail below. 
To check which Vice County (VC) you’re in go to  herbariaunited.org/gridrefVC/ 
See records of N. Wales butterflies and moths at  trawsgoed.com/NWLeps.aspx 
 

Butterfly Recorders 
Montgomeryshire VC47 

Clare Boyes   clareboyesvc47@gmail.com 
Bridge Cottage, Middletown, Welshpool, Powys, SY21 8DG.  01938 570418  

 

Merionethshire VC48, Caernarvonshire VC49 and Anglesey VC52 
Andrew Graham,  angrhm@globalnet.co.uk  

Trawscoed, Llanuwchllyn, Bala, Gwynedd LL23 7TD.   01678 540370  
 

Denbighshire VC50 and Flintshire VC51 
Jan Miller Jan@7wells.org 

Saith Ffynnon Farm, Downing Road, Whitford, Holywell, CH8 9EN. 01352 711 198  
 

Moth Recorders 
Montgomeryshire VC47 (All species) 

Peter Williams  peterwilliams526@btinternet.com 
"Pandy", Commins Coch, Machynlleth, Powys SY20 8LG.    01650 511583  

 

Merionethshire VC48 (All species) 
Andrew Graham angrhm@globalnet.co.uk  

Trawscoed, Llanuwchllyn, Bala, Gwynedd LL23 7TD.   01678 540370  
 

Caernarvonshire VC49 (All species) 
Bruce Richmond-Hurst bruce.richmond51@yahoo.co.uk   

6 Cefn Cwellyn, Rhyd Ddu, North Wales, LL54 6TP.  01766 890287 
 

Denbighshire VC50 and Flintshire VC51 (Macro-moths) 
Justin Williams  northwalesmoths@hotmail.co.uk  

The Old Orchard, Sunnyridge Ave, Marford, Wrexham LL12 8TE.    01978 851381  
 

Denbighshire VC50 (Micro-moths) 
Andrew Graham angrhm@globalnet.co.uk  

Trawscoed, Llanuwchllyn, Bala, Gwynedd LL23 7TD.   01678 540370  
 

Flintshire VC51 (Micro-moths) 
Helen Bantock   hbantock@yahoo.co.uk 

101 Crouch Hill, London, N8 9RD 
 

Anglesey VC52 (All species) 
Charles Aron aronmycology@aol.com  

4, Refail Fields, Pentraeth, Anglesey, LL75 8YF.    01248 450129 / 07766613417  
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North Wales Branch 
    Visit our website at butterfly-conservation.org/304/north-wales-branch.html 
• learn more about our North Wales reserve at Eyarth Rocks  
• view previous branch newsletters 
• discover recommended places for seeing butterflies 
• read the latest news from Butterfly Conservation 

           Join our Facebook group at www.facebook.com/groups/277847912412601/ 
• to post your sightings of butterflies and moths 
• to ask for help with species identification 
• to keep up to date with your local events   
• to share interesting Lepidoptera-related news 

 
BRANCH COMMITTEE CONTACTS 
Chairman   Ilija Vukomanovic    01492 530752   Ilijavuko@hotmail.com 
Secretary   Julian Thompson   01492 592595  jpt.pensychnant@btinternet.com 
Treasurer   Bob Lee     01244 550993  
Events/Publicity Officer Ian Gorton 07966154608 iangorton180969@btinternet.com 
Membership Secretary and Newsletter Editor   
Mark Sheridan   07505 214073  mark.sheridan.mgc@gmail.com 
 

Butterfly Conservation Wales / Gwarchod Glöynnod Byw Cymru 
Dai Rees Pennaeth Cadwraeth Cymru, Yr Alban a’r Gogledd Iwerddon /  
Head of Conservation Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland 
drees@butterfly-conservation.org    07483391956  

    Clare Williams Uwch Swyddog Cadwraeth Cymru / Senior Conservation Officer 
    cwilliams@butterfly-conservation.org  01792 642972 / 07974 158814 
    Gwarchod Glöynnod Byw Butterfly Conservation Wales, 4D Heol y Cwm / 4D Cwm  
    Road, Yr Hafod / Hafod, Abertawe / Swansea SA1 2AY  

Published by the North Wales Branch of Butterfly Conservation. 
Please note that the opinions expressed in this newsletter 

are not necessarily those of the Society or the Branch 
 
Butterfly Conservation. Company limited by guarantee, registered in England (2206468) Registered Office: Manor Yard, 
East Lulworth, Wareham, Dorset, BH20 5QP. Charity registered in England and Wales (254937) and in Scotland 
(SCO39268) VAT No GB 991 2771 89Gwarchod Glöynnod Byw Cwmni a gyfyngir drwy warant, wedi’i gofrestru yn Lloegr 
(2206468). Swyddfa Gofrestredig: Manor Yard, East Lulworth, Wareham, Dorset, BH20 5QP. Elusen wedi’i chofrestru 
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